Recycling Committee Meeting 10/10/2019 07:10

Val, Tosser, Jamie & Nancy @ ☢ ☢

- Discussion of Mrs. Kennedy's concerns with town bags for Xfer Station - reviewed with Transfer Station - very few problems logged

- Discuss Waste Bans -

Graton Fest Debrief

- Accepted minutes for 09/12/2019
- Discussed chair position and tabled it.
- Pens well accepted & great talking point.
- More proactive in giving them out and promoting the value.
- Review layout for 2020 at our booth to optimize our space.
- Promote sticky note board for 2020 - future recyclers.
- Do we use any ideas that were posted?
- Many thanks to all volunteers, set up, take down team, scouts etc.
- Val & Nancy will light the way for 2020 Graton Fest.

- Discuss Glass crushing & uses, other towns use machine must take away their product.
  - Research markets for opportunities of this glass.
  - Glass blowing studios, counter tops, drainage

- Black Earth - waiting for word to proceed - needs to discuss with four kind on process for this new venture - others may be interested before Black Earth can begin - notification may be required.

10/26/19 recycle your reusables @ Ben's in Shirley

- Warrant Article proposed to ban single use bags & propose use reusable bags -